INTRODUCTION
This prize was generously created by Wildeboer Dellelce LLP, one of Canada’s premier corporate, securities and business transaction law firms, to recognize excellence in contract law in first year. These awards are meant to motivate students to excel, and the donor wishes that all first-year contracts professors mention them at the beginning of the term. With the recipients’ permission, the donor will recognize the prize winners via its website and on social media, and welcomes the opportunity to meet with them.

PURPOSE OF FUND
To award a prize to four students enrolled in the JD program at the Faculty of Law, Common Law Section, who score the highest grade, one in each of the CML 1102 Contracts courses.

PRIZE DETAILS
Eligibility Criteria
The applicant must:
1. be a Canadian citizen, a permanent resident, a person with protected/refugee status or an international student;
2. be enrolled as full-time undergraduate student in the Faculty of Law, Common Law Section of the University of Ottawa; and
3. have received the highest grade in one of the four sections of CML 1102.

Value of the award: $1,250
Number of awards: 4
Frequency of the award: Annual
Level or program of study: Undergraduate

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
No application required. This prize is awarded automatically.